
   
 

         
      

 
  

           
         

          
      

     
 

 
        
        
             
               
            

 
          
            
                
               
              
             
               

 
                
                  

 
       
                   

 
 

  
        
        
         

Badminton Study Guide 

History of Badminton dates back at least 2000 years ago of the game of 
battledore and shuttlecock in ancient Greece, China, and India. Badminton formed 
its name from the Badminton House in Glousestershire (the home of the Duke of 
Beaufort). 

In 1934, the IBF (International Badminton Federation was established by 
nine members. These members included Canada, Denmark, England, France, 
Ireland, Netherlands, New Zealand, Scotland, and Wales. After the Olympic debut 
in Barcelona, Spain the development of badminton continues to grow with over 
142 members in the international federation. 

Serve: 
- Every badminton game starts off with a serve 
- The server is called the “in” side 
- The server must start every game from the right hand service court 
- If the server serves in the wrong service court, it is now the opponent’s serve 
- Server cannot step over or touch any boundary line of the service court until after 
the birdie had been hit 
- The server must keep both feet on the ground 
- Next serve will be from the left side of the court 
- The head of the racquet cannot be above the waist when the birdie is hit 
- Cannot hit the bird more than once, either on service or during game play 
- Cannot hit the birdie with the frame of the racquet or any other body part 
- No fault if the server swings at the bird and misses completely 
- The server must hit the bird into the service court diagonally opposite and must 
land in the court boundaries 
- If the serve hits the line on the proper service court, it is not a fault 
- If the bird falls short of the service court, it is a fault (between service court & 
net) 
- The serve must go over net 
- If the bird touches the top of the net on a serve, and goes in the proper court this 
is called a “let.” The server must serve again. 

Serve Faults: 
- The shuttle does not cross the net 
- The shuttle lands in the wrong court 
- The shuttle is not hit on its base 



          
         
         
           
          
        

 
 

        
         
            
                
                 
    

                 
        
              
                 

     
 

 
            
          

 
 

       
        
           
                 

       
    
      
              

         
     

     
   

 

- The shuttle is above the server’s waist when hit 
- The shuttle is hit in an overhand motion 
- The server is outside the service court 
- The server has a foot or feet off the ground 
- The server steps on a line during the serve 
- The server misses the shuttle while serving 

Game Play: 
- The receiver is called the “out” side 
- The receiver must stand with both feet within boundaries of the service court 
- The receiver cannot hit the bird until it crosses the net 
- No player can hit the net with the racquet or any part of the body 
- If a player swings at a bird when falling out of boundaries, and is not touched this 
is not a fault. 
- If a player hits the bird that is going out of boundaries, it is considered a fault 
- The player cannot hit under the net 
- If the bird hits a player, it is fault against the player it hit 
- After the serve, if the bird hits the top of the net and still lands within the proper 
court, the play is considered in bounds. 

Receiving Faults: 
- The receiving player is not standing in the correct service court 
- The receiving player moves before the serve is made 

Scoring: 
- One can only score on service 
- When serving, it is called an “inning” 
- If one loses a serve, it called a “hand out” 
- Example: Player 1 decides to serve and her first serve to Player 2 who misses the 
serve. This is a point for Player 1 and score is one-love 
- Always announce the server’s score first 
- Score of no points is referred to “love” 
- Serve from the left side of court when score is an uneven number & serve from 
right side of court when the score is even 
Men’s Singles is 15 points 
Women’s Singles is 11 points 
Doubles is 15 points 



 
                
             
                  
        

 
 

 
       
        
        
      
              

 
            

 
 

  
 

 
    

        
   

          
       

        
     

 
 
 

Doubles: 
- Both players have a turn at serving in each inning if the one server faults 
- The other player stay in the service court to serve, then switches 
- Only the player opposite of the server can hit the bird on the receive on the serve 
- One player can only hit the bird once on each side (Communication is very 
important) 

Faults that Can Be Committed During Rallies: 
- The shuttle touches the ground inbounds 
- The opposition does not return the shuttle 
- The shuttle falls outside the playing court 
- A player blocks the opponent’s play 
- A player and/or partner hits the shuttle more than once before returning it over 
the net 
- A player touches the net with his or her body or racquet 

Badminton Strokes/Shots (Pay attention in class to learn how 
to demonstrate these strokes/shots!) 

Underhand Stroke – used in serving 
Overhead Clear Shot- hitting deep in the court usually goes over opponent’s head 
and lands close to baseline 
Forehand Stroke- fast-pace stroke made on the racquet side of the body 
Backhand Stroke- fast-pace stroke made on the non-racquet side of the body 
Drop or Lob Shot- shot that just clears the net 
Smash Shot- fast, downward overhead stroke/shot 


